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ABSTRACT The roaring economy has created a despite thirst for skilled a graduates massive shortage of accredited 
educational institutions to teach them. India’s economic reforms, which eased the choked, hold of bu-

reaucracy and corruption, kicked off this era of growth 15 yrs. ago .but those reforms have yet to be applied to educa-
tion .there are near – insurmountable bureaucratic obstacles to opening a new accredited institutions instead ,thou-
sands of unaccredited schools have sprung up, offering education of widely varying quality ,luring students who hope 
that employers hungry for engineers or business graduates wont scrutinize their credentials too closely.

Sir Anand kumar of Super 30 initiative is best institute in India and an example of change a dream, which helps eco-
nomically improvised sections and hones their skills by providing a conducive environment to crack IIT JEE to excel in 
Indian Institute of Technology This case study focuses on the parameters of the study included how students from de-
prived sections of the society overcome the obstacles and how their life changed after joining Super 30   Super 30 was 
selected as a case for showing how education could make a lasting difference to deprivation.

Introduction – Super 30 Ramanuj School of Mathemat-
ics
Road to IIT super 30 which provides free coaching to, 
rural & underprivileged Students to crack the IIT- JEE to 
excel in Indian Institute of Technology. If Super 30 Has 
becomes an Architect for the budding poor talents, it is 
not without a reason. Fascinated by mathematics since 
early childhood, Anand Always Dreamt of becoming a 
Mathematician .His mathematical bent of bind was spot-
ted by renewed teachers, who provided him encourage-
ment.

Sir Anand got an opportunity to purse higher education 
in Cambridge University, but his poor financial health 
came in way. Having witnessed extreme financial Hard-
ship since childhood, he felt the pangs of poverty so 
much that he decided to do something for the poor 
students, who invariably fade away without getting right 
opportunities .this led to the birth of new form of Ra-
manujam school of Mathematics.

1.Origin of Super 30 
Within three years Super 30 had nearly 500 students 
.Although the fee was nominal RS 1,500 a Year – 
Some poor students could not pay .Once a boy came 
to Anand Kumar and said that he wanted to study but 
could only pay after his father a poor Farmer ,had har-
vested potatoes .In Bihar ,we call it aloo ukharana. It 
didn’t want to take away the boy’s only hope of chang-
ing his life because he couldn’t pay. That’s when I de-
cided that will form a group of 30 bright students, all 
from poor families, provided them with the board and 
lodging and prepare them for IIT.

This group was called Super 30 Anand Kumar broth-
er Pranav Kumar , a violinist by profession , managers 
the institute , while my mother cooks for the Students 
.In the last seven years,400 students out of 2015 have 
made it to different IITSs of country .And for the last 

two years ,all thirty students of super 30 have made it to 
IIT . Parents of some students are bricklayers some work 
as domestic help .Now many of our Students are work-
ing in Europe and the US.  

2.Teaching Methods – S30
Teaching success is combination of three factors. My 
students have junoon(passion) A fire in them to achieve 
.two ,our teaching approach is different .Anand Sir used 
multimedia slides to make a little story with characters 
to explain Math’s concepts. Three, Students take tests 
every day. Well, in nutshell we teach our students the 
how and why?

Fanatical teacher: Persons having motivated by exces-
sive for a specific cause.  

One-room Schoolhouse: one class – room were com-
monplace through rural portions of various countries like 
USA, INDIA 

 
3. Objective                     
•	  To know the potential of super 30 in sharing science 

& mathematics knowledge instead scarcity of financial 
resources.

•	  How super 30 will prepares his student to crack IIT & 
removes the poverty?

•	  To identify the teaching methods adopted by Sir 
Anand kumar in Super 30.

 
4. Research Methodology 
The data used is secondary in nature and has been collect-
ed from various websites and reputed journals. 
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Institute Fees / 
Yrs.

Dura-
tion 

No of 
enrol-
ments  

Final 
selec-
tion

Faculty  
Qualification 

Vibrant 
Academy 80,000 2 1500 120 B.Tech ( IIT)  

Bansal 
Classes 1,00.000 2 3000 500 B.Tech ( 

BITS)

Kota point 1,30,000 2 4500 720 B.Tech ( 
NIT )

Akash 
Institute 90,000 2 5000 1000 B.Tech ( IIIT)

Super 30 0 1 30 30
B.Sc. ( 
PATNA UNI-
VERSITY)

TABLE:  comparison of IIT JEE coaching Institute in India.

Super 30 made records in 2016 best school in Asia, hence 
it proves that Input 0 & Output is 100 & reaches to Pin-
nacle that none coaching from India  dares to achieve 
what Super 30 grasped in past , major contribution to our 
nation to alleviation from poverty.    

Conclusion 
It has been observed from the above table is that all 
coaching institute except super 30 has given maximum no 
of  selection of IITian to country , which is kind of amazing 
worked did by Sir Anand kumar ,founder super 30 wanted 
to study in IIT but fail due to poor financial condition .

So, sir Anand kumar has devoted his whole life to teach to 
poor students to get admission in Indian Institute of Tech-
nology, by this model till 2105 approx. 500 poor students 
got admission to IIT, hence Anand sir still trying to remove 
the poverty from rural society.


